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BIOLOGY
1.
REPLACEMENT OF THE TRANSMEMBRANE AND JUXTAMEMBRANE REGIONS
OF SERRATE WITH DNA FROM OTHER LIGANDS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON
NOTCH SIGNALING
Scott J. Buchanan ‘17 Fabiola Yun ‘18
Faculty Sponsor: Robert Fleming
In Drosophila melanogaster, the Notch ligand known as Serrate extends through the cell
membrane and contacts the Notch receptor on an adjacent cell to mediate changes in gene
expression. Serrate contains a 23 amino acid transmembrane region (TM), which traverses the
cell membrane. Adjacent to the TM section of Serrate on the extracellular side, there is a 272
amino acid juxtamembrane region (JM). It has been previously established that the complete
deletion of this JM region eliminates the capability of the Serrate-expressing cell to activate
Notch. Nonetheless, Serrate cells with the JM deletion retain the ability to inhibit Notch activity.
When the TM domain of Serrate was replaced with the TM from the human DDR2 gene, the
pathway worked as wild type indicating that the TM region was not unique for Serrate function.
However, when both the JM and TM regions of Serrate were replaced with corresponding DDR2
segments, the system showed a failure to either activate or inhibit Notch receptor function. It has
been theorized that the cause of this lack of function is that the DDR2 JM segment retained a
discoidin-like region of approximately 40 amino acids that has been hypothesized to interact
with collagen in the extracellular matrix. This interaction may prohibit the chimeric Serrate
molecule from interacting with Notch. To that end, a new construct has been made that has had
this discoidin-like region removed but retains the TM and remainder of the DDR2 JM segments.
This converts the DDR2 JM domain to only 31 amino acids in length. It is theorized that this
construct should allow both activation and inhibition of the Notch pathway. A second construct
was made, called DDR2DL. This construct replaced the JM and TM regions of Serrate with a 32
amino acid fragment of Delta, the sister ligand of Serrate. This construct is also anticipated to
retain activation and inhibition function of Notch.
2.
BUILDING A SEGMENTED BODY: THE CELL DYNAMICS OF POSTERIOR
ELONGATION
Nicole Duan ‘18
Faculty Sponsor: Terri A. Williams
Segmentation is a key feature of arthropod diversity. Most arthropods add segments during
development from a posterior region, called “the growth zone”. Elongation of the growth zone
could occur by various means, cell proliferation or rearrangement or both. We are studying this
in a crustacean, Thamnocephalus platyurus, where cell proliferation is the dominant force of
elongation. The default concept of the growth zone is that there is a constant motor of
undifferentiated cells dividing, and thus providing the tissue required to make a new segment.
However, this assumption is rarely tested. Here we examine the growth zone in Thamnocephalus
platyurus and ask: Is the cell division constant or not? Is there any temporal or spatial pattern of
6

the cell division in the growth zone? To answer these questions, we examined the cell
proliferation in the growth zone by looking for cells undergoing DNA synthesis and cells
undergoing mitosis with immunohistochemistry approaches. We found that the DNA synthesis
activity in Thamnocephalus platyurus growth zone shows some spatial pattern and maybe a
temporal pattern as well, and that mitosis is excluded from the DNA synthesis region. The
mitosis activity also shows stage-specific variation. The cell division pattern is also compared
with the expression pattern of key genes that pattern segments in the growth zone, to look for the
relationship between the gene expression patterns and the cell dynamics in the growth zone. Our
ultimate goal is to establish a model that exhibits how the posterior growth zone behaves, on the
cellular level, in co-ordination with segment patterning genes in Thamnocephalus platyurus.

3.
ANALYZING THE ROLE OF EARLY SEGMENTING GENES IN A BASAL
ARTHROPOD
Dwindy Gerbier ‘19
Faculty Sponsor: Terri A. Williams
Segments play a pivotal role in the body plan of arthropods. Most of what is known about
segmentation is based upon research done on the model arthropod, Drosophila melanogaster.
Although it is the model system, D. melanogaster is atypical in that it patterns its segments all at
once, whereas the majority of the other arthropods pattern their segments sequentially. There are
four classes of segmental genes, one of the early acting classes of genes, the gap genes, cause
gaps in the D. melanogaster body plan when mutated. In an effort to understand the evolution of
segmentation, and the role of gap genes in sequentially segmenting arthropods, the gap genes,
hunchback, knirps, Krüppel, tailless and giant, have begun to be examined in other arthropods.
Although gap genes have been widely studied in other groups of insects, this in depth
examination is lacking in crustaceans. In this study, gap genes, were identified and cloned from
Thamnocephalus platyurus. A larval transcriptome was first blasted for the specific gap genes,
and primers were designed for cloning. Four different gap genes in T. platyurus, hunchback,
knirps, Krüppel, and giant have been correctly identified and successfully cloned. Investigations
of gene expression have taken place in the form of in situ hybridization with the successfully
cloned gap genes hunchback, knirps, and Krüppel. Gene expression data obtained from the in
situs has laid the groundwork for comparative analyses between arthropods to take place. The
data will be analyzed to further understand the evolution of segmentation, and to better place T.
platyurus within the arthropod phylogeny.
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4.
TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY-BASED TOMOGRAPHY OF THIN
SECTIONS OF BRAIN
Young K Kim ‘17, Camenzind G Robinson
Non-Trinity Sponsors: Davi D Bock, Janelia Farm Research Campus, Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, Ashburn, VA
The Bock lab’s transmission electron microscope infrastructure for high-throughput image
acquisition was used to generate micrographs of the entire female Drosophila melanogaster brain
(Robinson et al., 2016). However, the z-resolution and 3D data acquisition of this dataset are
constrained by the limits of physical section thickness (~45 nm). Electron tomography, in which
the same field of view is imaged at multiple tilt angles, can overcome this limit, routinely
producing datasets with around 1 nm resolution (Midgley and Dunin-Borkowski, 2009).
The FEI T-20 (200 kV TEM, in the Janelia EM Facility) is equipped with a high-tilt stage that is
able to produce the image tilt series necessary to generate tomograms. My project was to use this
instrument to acquire and reconstruct tomograms of subcellular features in the fruit fly brain. The
Bock lab has also designed an Autoloader for the T-12 TEM that automates loading and
alignment of samples for a hands-free, high duty cycle imaging workflow. Eventually the
Autoloader may be adapted to acquire thin-section tomograms of the sort demonstrated here.
5.
TAIL AMPUTATION REDUCES FOREBRAIN CELL PROLIFERATION WITHIN 24
HOURS IN ELECTRIC FISH, APTERNOTUS LEPTORHYNCUS
Elise Lasky ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Kent Dunlap
In natural populations of electric fish (Brachyhypopomous occidentalis), fish that lived among a
high density of predatory catfish (Rhamdia) and had tail injuries had lower rates of forebrain cell
proliferation than fish living among a low density of predators and with intact tails. Here we
examined the causal relationship between tail injury and reduced rates of brain cell proliferation
using a more common electric fish model (Apternotus leptorhynchus). Although previous studies
have shown that brain cell proliferation is suppressed after a long period (17 days) following tail
amputation, it was unknown how quickly this effect occurs. To determine whether this decrease
occurs immediately after the tail is amputated or whether it occurs while the tail is regenerating,
we examined fish (Apternotus leptorhyncus) brain cell proliferation in the forebrain and midbrain
were identified after 24 hours following amputation in one group and after 17 days in another
group. Cell proliferation in the forebrain and midbrain was identified through
immunohistochemical localization of Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen (PCNA). Blood samples
were assayed for cortisol, a common “stress hormone”. We found that inhibition of cell
proliferation in the short term was far greater than that in the long term, indicating that injury is a
more significant influence than regeneration on brain cell proliferation. There was no difference
in the midbrain, indicating a regionally specific effect. Cortisol levels were higher in the shortterm, suggesting that cortisol may mediate injury-induced decrease in brain cell proliferation.
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6.
DOES A KETOGENIC DIET AFFECT THE GUT MICROFLORA OF A MOUSE
MODEL OF AUTISM?
Laura Nee ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Lisa-Anne Foster
The normal flora of an organism is the non-disease causing bacteria that inhabit mammalian
bodies under normal conditions. The bacteria are important to growth, development, and immune
defense because these cells are able to excrete vitamins to the host cells as well as prevent
colonization by pathogens. ASDs are neurodevelopment disorders that are characterized by
social difficulties, repetitive behaviors, and communication shortfalls while possible comorbid
conditions include depression, anxiety, and gastrointestinal (GI) issues. A popular way to treat
both the behavioral symptoms of autism and GI issues is maintaining a ketogenic diet (KD). This
type of diet induces ketosis, which is a metabolic state in which the organism uses ketone bodies
rather than glucose as the primary fuel. A previous study by Shelby Labe (Trinity ’16) found that
three unknown bacterial species were unique to 1) a mouse model of autism on a KD; 2) a mouse
model of autism on a normal diet (ND); and 3) normal mice on both a KD and ND. This study
used Invitrogen TA TOPO Cloning Kit for Sequencing to insert bacterial DNA from the mice
guts into a vector; which were then transformed into TOP10 competent E. coli cells and plated
onto ampicillin-selective LB agar plates. Selected isolated colonies were used in a plasmid
isolation protocol. These isolated bacterial DNA plasmids, derived from the mice fecal samples
of interest, will soon be sequenced to determine what bacterial species they are and what they
may have to do with autism spectrum disorders. At this time there are no results to comment on.

7.
A NOVEL PATTERN OF YOLK CELLULARIZATION AND MOBILIZATION IN
DEVELOPING REPTILES
Kathryn G. Powers ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Daniel G. Blackburn
Non-avian reptiles are commonly assumed to be like birds in their overall development patterns.
Though this generalization is believed to extend to yolk cellularization and processing, our study
documents a mechanism in snakes that is entirely different from the avian pattern. In birds, a
vascular “yolk sac” surrounds and digests the liquid yolk, while in the colubrid corn snake
(Pantherophis guttatus), the yolk material is converted into a compact mass of vascularized
strands of cells. In this study, we have used stereomicroscopy, histology, and scanning electron
microscopy to analyze this unusual developmental pattern in corn snakes as well as two other
lampropeltine snake species. Our observations reveal that the process begins as endodermal cells
originating from the yolk sac proliferate and invade the yolk mass, forming a large aggregate of
interconnected, yolk-laden cells. As development progresses even further, blood vessels arising
from the vasculature of the yolk sac membrane extend into the cellularized yolk mass. These
vessels become tightly encased in endodermal cells and sprout capillaries that also become
surrounded. The entire vitellus ultimately becomes converted into a mass of vascularized,
spaghetti-like strands of endodermal cells. Towards the late stages of development, the yolk
mass shrinks as the vascularized strands of cells decrease in abundance. The close association of
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yolk droplets, endodermal cells, and blood vessels allows yolk to be taken up into cells and the
products of yolk digestion to be transported back to the developing embryo. The unusual
developmental pattern documented herein requires modifications in our understanding of
reptilian evolutionary history and have implications for origins of the amniote egg.
Our lab has found that this unusual mechanism of yolk mobilization also occurs in lizards and
turtles and may be ancestral to Reptilia. Studies of this developmental pattern offer information
of the patterns from which viviparity has evolved and contribute to an understanding of reptilian
evolutionary history.
Keywords: Yolk sac, endodermal cells, yolk droplet, viviparity

8.
A MULTI-FACETED INVESTIGATION OF THE BIOLOGY OF PYRACTOMENA
SINUATA, A RARE FIREFLY
Kathareeya Tonyai ‘17, Maddie Farrar ‘19, Hazel Robertson ‘19
Faculty Sponsor: Scott Smedley
Certain species of fireflies contain defensive steroids known as lucibufagins (LBGs) to deter
predators; however,i the genus Pyractomena has yet to be examined for these chemicals. Based
on phylogenetic analysis, we predicted that P. sinuata, a rare firefly that we recently encountered
in the field, would possess LBGs. Our preliminary analyses detected lucibufagin D in adult and
larval P. sinuata. Larvae were successfully cultured in the lab, thus enabling us to examine if this
species produces LBGs through de novo synthesis or by other means. LBGs are structurally
similar to bufalin which is a cardiotonic steroid found in the defensive secretions of toads. Prior
studies have shown that bufalin is synthesized from cholesterol. To establish whether P. sinuata
synthesize LBGs using cholesterol as a precursor, we conducted a feeding experiment in which
larvae were given labelled cholesterol. We currently await the chemical analysis. Given the rarity
of P. sinuata, it’s larva has yet to be described. We imaged and preserved all stages, or instars, of
the larval development to provide its morphological description.

CHEMISTRY
9..
TRITYL CATALYSTS AND THE DOUBLE ADDITION REACTION OF
BENZALDEHYDE AND INDOLE
Nick Boekell ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Cheyenne Brindle
Catalysis involves lowering a reaction’s activation energy through the addition of a substance
which is regenerated during the reaction. An important goal in synthetic chemistry is to create
highly selective and inexpensive catalysts. Organocatalysts in particular are remarkable for their
typically lower cost and toxicity compared to their metal or organometallic counterparts. Triaryl
catalysts are a class of Lewis acid organocatalysts and are particularly interesting for their
tunability both sterically and electronically. Recently, our group has been researching the
10

reaction of indoles and aldehydes, catalyzed by malachite green to form the double addition
product.

Ar =
10.
SYNTHESIS OF A TUNGSTEN BIS-ALKYNE COMPLEX AND INVESTIGATION OF
RETENTION OF PEPTIDE PORTION Β-SHEET STRUCTURE AFTER THE
COORDINATION TO TUNGSTEN
Adam N. Boynton ‘12, Elena-Marie C. Pedro ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Timothy P. Curran
The correlation of the aggregation of β-sheet proteins with neurodegenerative diseases such as
Alzheimer’s disease has increased interest in investigating the behavior of these proteins in the
body. Studying anti-parallel β-sheet peptidomimetic molecules could reveal information which
aids in understanding the process of the aggregation of β-sheet proteins1. During previous
investigation, it was discovered that the transition metal tungsten could coordinate to one peptide
derivative of 2-amino-2’-carboxydiphenylacetylene to produce a tungsten monoalkyne complex
with an anti-parallel β-sheet arrangement. Examination of the synthesized tungsten monoalkyne
complex revealed that its anti-parallel β-sheet arrangement was maintained2. In this recent
research project, the goal is to further the study of chemical models of antiparallel β-sheet
proteins by investigating the synthesis of a tungsten bis-alkyne complex. The objectives are: i) to
synthesize a tungsten bis-alkyne complex which comprises of the transition metal tungsten
coordinated to two identical molecules of diphenylacetylene derivatives (A) and ii) to determine
if the anti-parallel β-sheet arrangement of the tungsten bis-alkyne complex synthesized is
maintained. Results from HPLC and 1H NMR tests revealed that complex (A) did not maintain
its antiparallel β-sheet arrangement. Details regarding the synthesis, purification, and
characterization of the tungsten bis-alkyne complex (A) will be presented.
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(A)
1

2

J. S. Norwick, P-N. Cheng, J. D. Pham, J. Am. Chem., 2013, 135.
T. P. Curran, A. N. Boynton, S. M. Berk, E-M. C. Pedro, J. Organometallic Chem., 2015, 782, 31-36

11.
THE CHARACTERIZATION OF PURE VARNISHES AND BINDERS USING DARTTOF MS
Jacqueline Busa ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Henry DePhillips
The conservation of original works of art such as easel paintings requires the analysis of binders
and varnishes used by artists. In this study, aged oil binders, protein binders, and resins are
characterized by patterns displayed in their mass spectra. Samples were aged at 80oC for at least
500 hours. Mass spectra were obtained for 7 pure resins (Mastic, Dammar, Griffin Picture
Varnish, Artists’ Gloss Varnish, Alkyd, Acrylic, and Matte Varnish), 4 pure oil binders (Walnut
Oil, Safflower Oil, Poppy Oil, and Linseed Oil) and 2 pure protein binders (Casein and Egg
Tempera). Differences between the patterns in the m/z spectra of the materials were compared
and analyzed using linear discriminant analysis and cluster analysis. The m/z profiles of the 4 oil
binders were too similar to distinguish the differences between them. Egg tempera displayed a
unique m/z profile when compared to the resins and oils, but the spectrum obtained for casein
resembled that of the 4 oil binders. Clearly defined domains were found in the LDA graph for
each resin, which may allow for the identification of these resin varnishes in easel paintings.

12.
SYNTHESIZING BISINDOYLMETHANES USING TRIARYLMETHYL CATALYSTS
Dana Cerone ‘18
Faculty Sponsor: Cheyenne S. Brindle
Using catalysis to facilitate a reaction is advantageous because catalysts allow products to form
more quickly by decreasing the activation energy of the reaction. Catalysts are also regenerated
during the course of the reaction, allowing them to be used in substoichiometric amounts. Trityl
catalysts are potentially excellent catalysts because they are highly tunable, both electronically
and sterically. The catalytic potential of triarylmethyl cations, or trityl cations, was studied in the
context of the synthesis of bisindoylmethanes, which exhibit antibiotic properties. To make the
bisindoylmethanes, we reacted an indole and benzaldehyde. I worked with varying the indole
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component, shown below in blue. Most substrates performed well, with the exception of Nacetylindole, which did not go to completion, as well as 2-methylindole and pyrrole, which had
impurities. For the N-acetylindole, electronically tuning the catalyst did not produce more
bisindoylmethane. Further experimentation by tuning the catalyst sterically will be pursued to
overcome this problem. For 2-methylindole and pyrrole, further experimentation to prevent
decomposition will be initiated.

5% mole triarylmethyl catalyst
DCM, 35°C

13.
SYHTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 1,1’FERROCENEDIPROPARGYLAMIDE AND 1,1’-FERROCENEDIBUTYNYLAMIDE
AND THEIR CYCLIC TUNGSTEN COMPLXES
Cosmic Gober ‘18
Faculty Sponsor: Timothy P. Curran
Previous work in the Curran lab has shown that 1,1’-ferrocenedipropargylamide (short diamide)
and 1,1’-ferrocenedibutynylamide (long diamide) will coordinate to tungsten to form novel,
bimetalliccyclic molecules. The cyclic molecule derived from the short diamide was found to
adopt a single, rigid conformation, while the cyclic molecule derived from the long diamide was
found to be conformationally flexible. It has been hypothesized that the two alkynes in the
cyclic molecule derived from the short diamide are positioned in a way in which peptides
attached to the alkynes might adopt a form in which peptides attached to the alkynes might adopt
a β-sheet conformation. This project involved completing the physical characterization of both
diamides and both cyclic complexes. The synthesis of the diamides start in similar fashion with
the 1,1’-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid being dissolved in dimethyformamide along with HATU
coupling reagent. To form the short diamide, propargylamine hydrochloride and
dissopropylethylamine were added; however, for the long diamide to be formed 1-amino-3butyne and diisopropylethylamine were added. Both reactions were stirred overnight; the product
was obtained via extraction. The percent yield of the short diamide was 68%, while the long
diamide it was 61%. The coordination of the tungsten complex occurred in one reaction, with
either diamide being dissolved in degassed methanol to a concentration 0.001M under an
atmosphere of N2, the solution brought to reflux and then W(CO)3(dmtc)2 was dissolved in 10ml
degassed methylene chloride was added dropwise over a period of 5 minutes. The short diamide
tungsten complex was obtained with a percent yield of 74% and for the long diamide tungsten
complex it was obtained with a 55% yield. For all the compounds they were characterized
through thin layer and high pressure liquid chromatography, proton and carbon 13 NMR, and
electrospray mass spectrometry. Details about this work will be presented and discussed.
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14.
SYNTHESIZING A DIPEPTIDE CONSTRAINED IN AN ANTI-PARALLEL β-SHEET
CONFORMATION THROUGH TUNGSTEN COORDINATION
Paul Handali ‘18
Faculty Sponsor: Timothy P. Curran
Tungsten is a transition metal with the capacity to form air stable complexes with alkyne ligands.
It potentially can be coordinated to dialkynyl peptide ligands to form metallacyclic peptides in a
β-sheet conformation. Prior work has shown that most of these metallacyclic peptides are not
constrained to a single conformation, but rather a multitude of possible isomers. Due to this
flexibility, ferrocene was then added to the compounds in the hopes of inducing more rigidity in
the peptide conformation. Recently in the lab, 1 was discovered to be a novel constrained
molecule as it only adopts one conformation. Since this discovery, much work has been done on
synthesizing and characterizing derivatives of 1. One derivative that has successfully been
synthesized is 2, an alanine derivative. Details of its synthesis and characterization will be
presented in this poster.
Novel Constrained Molecule

Alanine Derivative

2

15.
DEVELOPMENT OF A KETOGENIC DIET MEDIA FOR SH-SY5Y CELLS
Lucy Honeycutt ‘18
Faculty Sponsor: William H. Church
The ketogenic diet, a high-fat, low carb diet has long been used for the treatment of epileptic
seizures. In recent years, there has been evidence of the neuroprotective effects of the ketogenic
diet on numerous neurodegenerative diseases. The ketogenic diet has been studied in both animal
and cell models, however there is no consistent formulation for a ketogenic diet cell culture
media. This experiment aimed to develop a formulation for a ketogenic diet media as well as
investigate whether SH-SY5Y cells are capable of metabolizing lipids in astrocyte-free media.
Cells were treated with either normal glucose (4000 mg/L; LSFM) or low glucose (1000 mg/L;
LG-LSFM) DMEM-F12 media with or without aliquots of ketogenic diet dissolved in the media.
Following 24 hour exposure, cells were homogenized and the resulting supernatant analyzed for
glucose and beta-hydroxybutyrate levels. Glucose levels were measured using a Precision Neo
diabetic glucose monitor. Beta-hydroxybutyrate levels were measured using a
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spectrophotometric enzyme assay developed in-house. Cells exposed to the ketogenic dietcontaining media showed a significant increase in beta-hydroxybutyrate levels (200% increase in
cells grown in LSFM and 160% increase in cells grown in LG-LSFM). Glucose levels were not
affected by the presence of the KD. These results indicate that passive exposure of SH-SY5Y
cells to media containing dissolved ketogenic diet for 96 hours results in production of betahydroxybutyrate and imply that this technique may be useful in evaluating the impact of the
ketogenic diet on cellular mechanisms (ROS generation, mitochondrial biogenesis, ATP content)
in undifferentiated and differentiated neuron cultures.

16.
DEVELOPMENT OF AN LC/MS-MS ANALYTICAL METHOD FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF URIC ACID ANTIOXIDANT
Nikola Mizgier ‘19
Faculty Sponsor: William H. Church
Uric acid (UA) and its products of reactive oxygen species (ROS) scavenging (allantoin, triuret,
and 6-aminouracil) are thought to be potential blood biomarkers of neurodegeneration, having
the advantage of being able to cross the blood-brain barrier. Establishment of an analytical
method for quantitative determination of these compounds in blood would potentially allow for
early detection of pre-symptomatic neurodegeneration in Parkinson’s disease (PD). To establish
the chromatographic behavior of these compounds on our system, standard mixtures of various
concentrations were prepared using dH2O, NaOH, or 0.1 % formic acid (FA) as a solvent and
analyzed on the HPLC system using various wavelengths and different mobile phases, in order to
obtain the optimal separation of compounds. The best separation was obtained at a detection
wavelength of 230 nm using isocratic elution with 0.1 % FA. The elution order observed under
these conditions was consistent with that reported by Kim, et al. Knowing the elution order and
approximate elution time will allow optimization of the MS-MS detection signal and ultimate
application of this method to the quantitation of these compounds in blood samples collected
from a genetic animal model of Parkinson’s disease.

17.
STUDY OF THE CONFORMATION AND STRUCTURE OF PEPTIDE DERIVATIVES
OF A CONSTRAINED BIMETALLIC RING SYSTEM AS A POSSIBLE MODEL
SYSTEM FOR THE STUDY OF β – SHEET PEPTIDES
Vu Nguyen ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Timothy P. Curran
Alzheimer’s disease has always been known as a type of dementia that causes memory loss and
decline in mental and cognitive ability. One of the two possible causes of Alzheimer’s disease is
plaques, which are the deposits of beta – amyloid protein in the space between nerve cells. Beta
– amyloid deposits form because this protein has a β – sheet structure that makes it insoluble in
aqueous solution and causes the protein aggregate. The main objective of this research is to
develop a model system for β – sheets where solubility and aggregation can be studied. The
model system that we are making is based off a constrained bimetallic ring system that contains a
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ferrocence moiety and a tungsten bis-alkyne moiety. In particular, we devised two pathways to
synthesize the desired peptide derivative of the bimetallic ring. The two pathways mostly
differed in the sequence of the attachment of the ferrocene and the peptide onto the alkyne.
Starting both pathways with the construction of the alkyne with the spacer, the peptide and then
the ferrocence were attached onto the alkyne in the first pathway, while in the second pathway
the reverse happened. In the final step of both pathway, the tungsten was coordinated with the
compound. The research is still in progress as we are trying to find the better pathway to have
higher percent yield of the tungsten compound. Afterwards, the tungsten compound, a derivative
of 1,1’ – ferrocene linked to 1,4 – dihydroxy - 2 – butyne, will be studied as a model system for
the study of β – sheet peptides. Details about this research will be presented.

18.
SINGLE CELL ANALYSIS OF REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES IN DICTYOSTELIUM
DISCOIDEUM
Kathy Rodogiannis ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Michelle L. Kovarik
Chemical analysis of individual cells is necessary to better understand heterogeneity in a
population of cells. Despite genetic and environmental uniformity, there is inherent variation in
individual cells that causes biological noise. This variability may be adaptive since it ensures a
population of cells produces a range of responses to environmental stresses, such as oxidative
stress. In our research we are using a microfluidic device for single cell analysis. The device
integrates cell transport, lysis, injection of fluorescent dyes, and the electrophoretic separation of
the dyes. In preliminary experiments, the cells were labeled with carboxyfluorescein diacetate
(CFDA) as an internal standard, and fluorescein diacetate (FDA) in trials to test the device and
the electrophoretic separation. Carboxyfluorescein and fluorescein were successfully separated
electrophoretically. Loflo medium replaced DB medium in order to facilitate cellular transport
and reduce cell adhesion in the microfluidic device. Furthermore, an alternate microfluidic chip
with more narrow channels was used in order to allow for cell lysis. In future studies, the
microfluidic chip will be employed to measure exogenously applied ROS (such as H2O2) in
single Dictyostelium cells using a fluorescent marker, 2′, 7′-dichlorofluorescin diacetate (DCFH2DA). Concentrations of 0.75% and 1.5% H2O2 were found to be optimal for imaging
fluorescence in Dictyostelium cells responding to oxidative stress. These data will allow us to
investigate the variability in cellular response to oxidative stress through the measurement of
intracellular peroxide concentration.
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19.
PROGRESS TOWARD THE PREPARATION OF ALKYNE PEPTIDE DERIVATIVES
THAT ADOPT A PROPOSED BETA SHEET CONFORMATION WHEN
COORDINATED TO TUNGSTEN
Joseph P. Sanderson-Brown ‘18
Faculty Sponsor: Timothy P. Curran
Dialkynyl peptides bonded to ferrocene have been shown to cyclise into bimetallacyclic
complexes when coordinated to tungsten. The molecule 1,1’-ferrocenedialkynyldiamide has
further been shown to adopt an anti-parallel β-sheet conformation when cyclised using tungsten.
The intramolecular bonding between the amide groups of the peptide chains determine the
conformation and orientation adopted. Alanine and phenylalanine peptide derivatives of 1,1’ferrocenedialkynyldiamide were explored to determine if a similar β-sheet conformation could
be adopted. A commercially available alanine derivative, Boc-Ala-OSu, was reacted with 1amino-4-chloro-2-butyne under basic conditions (Et3N) in an attempt to form Boc-AlaNHCH2CCCH2Cl. The reaction was unsuccessful. A commercially available phenylalanine
derivative, Boc-Phe-ONp, was reacted with 1-amino-4-chloro-2-butyne under basic conditions
(Et3N) to yield Boc-Phe-NHCH2CCCH2Cl. The chlorine of the Boc-Phe-NHCH2CCCH2Cl was
substituted via an overnight reaction with NH3 in MeOH at 80°C to yield Boc-PheNHCH2CCCH2NH3Cl. The substitution reaction was followed by the coupling of Boc-PheNHCH2CCCH2NH3Cl to a prepared ferrocene diacid chloride using diisopropylethylamine
(DIEA) in dimethylformamide (DMF). The resulting ferrocene-coupled dialkyne was
coordinated to W(dmtc)2(CO)3 in refluxing MeOH and under predominantly anaerobic
conditions. During the three hours of reflux, the reaction solution was observed to undergo
characteristic colour changes of orange to green to yellow. The final yellow colour of the
solution was indicative of the desired product. All structures of the reaction products were
confirmed using electrospray mass spectrometry and proton NMR spectroscopy. Spectroscopic
data, including a high temperature HNMR, suggests that the final bimetallic complex was
formed, but that it is more flexible than anticipated. Further characterisation needs to be done to
determine the full flexibility of the complex, and will revolve around a DMSO titration to
investigate the hypothesised intramolecular hydrogen bonding within the complex.

20.
AN UNUSUAL UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH EXPERIENCE: THE VATICAN
MUSEUM
Sarah Talcott ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Henry DePhillips, Vatican Museums Diagnostic Laboratory for Conservation
and Restoration
Art conservators are able to repair original works as well as determine if a work is counterfeit
through material analysis. This type of analysis goes on in many museums around the world,
such as the Vatican Museums. In institutions, such as the Vatican Museums, there are a variety
of different conservation laboratories for the various types of artwork. For example, some
laboratories specialize in lacquer conservation while others may specialize in repairing degraded
textiles. Over the summer, I worked in the Vatican Museum Diagnostic Laboratory for
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Conservation and Restoration. There I was exposed to all the different niches of art conservation
while I myself was focusing on the analysis - specifically on paintings. A number of analytical
techniques have been developed for the determination of resins, binders and pigments, both
organic and inorganic, in easel paintings. However, a strict criterion for identification of
individual oils has not yet been established; research scientists up until now have only been able
to make an educated guess as to which oil is in their unknown. In this study, derivatization of
standard oil samples was combined with gas chromatographic and mass spectrometric analysis to
follow changes in oils and mixtures as they were aged over time. The data accumulated was then
applied to study and identify the binding material used in a famous 16th century painting by
Lorenzo Lotto. The results of this research yield crucial information for art conservators to
identify oil binders in authentic easel paintings before they begin their restoration work.

21.
INTERSPECIES COMPARISON OF DEGRADATION OF A PEPTIDE SUBSTRATE
REPORTER
Allison J. Tierney ‘17, Nhat Pham ‘18, Kunwei Yang ‘17
Faculty Sponsors: Brooks K. Emerick, Michelle L. Kovarik
Peptide substrate reporters are fluorescently labeled peptides that can be acted upon by one or
more enzymes of interest. Peptide substrates are generally easier to work with than full-length
protein substrates; however, they are readily degraded by peptidases. Because of this, peptide
reporters must be made resistant to proteolysis in order to study enzymes in intact cells and
lysates. This is typically achieved by optimizing the reporter in a single cell type or model
organism. We measured peptidase activity toward a peptide substrate reporter for protein kinase
B in E. coli, D. discoideum, and S. cerevisiae using capillary electrophoresis with laser-induced
fluorescence (CE-LIF). Using compartment-based modeling, we determined individual rate
constants for all potential peptidase reactions. We were able to use these rate constants to analyze
degradation trends. For example, we found there are some degradation steps which are
negligible contributors to reporter metabolism. Additionally, there is evidence of cytosolic
carboxypeptidase activity, which which has been a point of contention in previous literature. We
found VI-B to be stable in D. discoideum (t1/2 = 82-103 min) and S. cerevisiae (t1/2 = 279-314
min), but less stable in E. coli (t1/2 = 21-44 min). This data set suggests the reporter is sufficiently
stable for PKB assays in D. discoideum and S. cerevisiae while also demonstrating the potential
utility of compartment-based models in peptide substrate reporter design.

22.
TRACKING PKB ACTIVITY DURING DICTYOSTELIUM DEVELOPMENT USING A
PEPTIDE REPORTER
Kunwei Yang ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Michelle L. Kovarik
The increased activity of protein kinase B (PKB) occurs in human cancer tissues due to
activation of the PI3K-PKB pathway that promotes cell survival under stress. Researchers have
developed a fluorescently-labeled peptidase-resistant peptide reporter to measure human PKB
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activity. To determine whether this peptide is a valid substrate for a PKB homolog in a model
organism, Dictyostelium discoideum, several approaches have been taken to obtain reproducible
results and eliminate background phosphorylation. These studies were necessary because the
transient activation of Dictyostelium PKB poses a challenge in measuring PKB activity in this
organism. To start the assay, the cells are starved to initiate development and pulsed with the
signaling compound, cAMP, to activate PKB. Treatment with caffeine prevents the cells from
secreting and responding to endogenous cAMP while caffeine wash-off and okadaic acid
enhance PKB activation that resulted in 1.2% phosphorylation. After determining the optimal
experimental conditions, including development time, we will obtain more replicates to establish
reproducibility. If stable phosphorylation rates are achieved, pharmaceutical and genetic control
experiments will be conducted to check PKB specificity.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
23.
GPU-ACCELERATED JACOBI-LIKE ALGORITHM FOR EIGENDECOMPOSITION
OF GENERAL COMPLEX MATRICES
Basileal Imana ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Peter Yoon
Jacobi-like methods, though introduced in 1846, were not popular as they were computationally
expensive for sequential computing. With the advent of parallel computing, however, it has
become feasible to efficiently implement such algorithms in parallel. In addition, the Jacobi
method has been shown to compute very small eigenvalues with high accuracy compared to the
conventional methods. In this research, we present a novel parallel implementation of Jacobi
method for eigendecomposition of general complex matrices on the GPU. Our preliminary
results show a significant improvement over those on the CPU, running up to 94 times faster for
general dense complex matrices of moderate size.

ENGINEERING
24.
PREDICTING LEFT VENTRICULAR ASSIST DEVICE (LVAD) PERFORMANCE
WITH HUMAN CIRCULATORY SYSTEM MODEL
Hieu “Hugh” Nguyen ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Joseph Palladino
LVADs are widely used to provide supplemental pumping in heart failure patients. The LVAD’s
impeller rotational speed is one of the leading causes of complications and hospital readmission
in heart failure patients. Fast speeds might cause blood cell destruction, while slow speeds might
not meet the body’s cardiac demand, which varies greatly throughout the day. This study
modeled the pressure-flow relation for different impeller speeds for each of four different
continuous flow LVADS: the Jarvik 2000, the HVAD, the Heartmate II, and the Heart Assist 5.
The pressure-flow-impeller performance data were available from the literature. These data were
used to create a flow and impeller speed dependent pressure generator. This LVAD model was
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then coupled in parallel with the left ventricle in a closed-loop model of the human circulatory
system (Palladino et al., 2000). The model was formulated as a set of nonlinear, time-dependent
differential equations, which were solved numerically using MATLAB. The model permits
computation of volumes, pressures, and flows at multiple sites along the circulatory system. In
particular, left ventricular output, in the form of cardiac output and ejection fraction, was studied
at various LVAD impeller speeds. Pressures and volumes were plotted to facilitate quantitative
comparison, particularly as pressure-volume work loops. Preliminary results suggest the impeller
speeds necessary for each of the four LVADs to restore cardiac function in the disease state to
healthy function. This LVAD-human circulatory system model could assist VAD clinical teams
in noninvasively determining the necessary impeller speeds for heart failure patients.
Reference:
Palladino, J.L., Ribeiro, L.C. and Noordergraaf, A.: Human circulatory system model based on
Frank's mechanism. in: Mathematical Modelling in Medicine, M. Danielsen and J.T. Ottesen,
eds., IOS Press, Amsterdam, pp. 29-40, 2000.

25.
PROJECT FOR SYNTHETIC MUSCLE™: RESISTANCE TO RADIATION
Catherine Poirier ‘17, Logan Valenza, Florida Institute of Technology ‘17, Charles Sinkler
Worcester Polytechnic Institute ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Lenore Rasmussen, CEO & CTO, Ras Labs, LLC
The CASIS-ISS-Ras Labs’ Project for Synthetic Muscle™ focused on launching a payload to the
International Space Station to investigate the material’s resistance to radiation. Synthetic
Muscle™ materials are electroactive polymers that contract and expand to mimic lifelike motion.
Due to its actuation and self-sensing properties, Synthetic Muscle™ has the ability to redefine
robotic movement and prosthetics. These materials are able to withstand extreme temperatures
and have endured preflight and radiation testing. The experiment onboard the ISS helps to
identify the application of Synthetic Muscle™ in robotics in dangerous environments, both on
Earth and in exploring the final frontier, space. The payload was exposed to over one year in
space, launched on April 14, 2015 on SpaceX-6 and returned on SpX-8 May 11, 2016.
Preliminary results from the Shore O durometer, pH, SEM, EDX, and electroactivity testing have
revealed that Synthetic Muscle™ is a radiation resistant electroactive polymer and successfully
survived a long duration space flight. The results of the Synthetic Muscle™ payload are
promising for reducing human risk when encountering challenging situations on Earth and in
space.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
26.
ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF CLEARCUTTING ON ORGANIC MATERIAL AND
MERCURY CONCENTRATIONS IN SOIL ON THE WHITE MOUNTAINS
Steve Leo ‘17, Cassia Armstrong ‘18
Faculty Sponsor: Jonathan Gourley
In past studies, a positive relationship has been found between the percentage of organic
materials in soil and concentrations of mercury. Studies have also shown that less densely
forested areas are correlated to increases in mercury concentrations. In clear cutting, these
observations seem to contrast each other, as forest loss means more exposure to airborne fallout,
but also decreases in organic content. In 2014 two sites in the White Mountains were clear-cut,
"Hogsback" (New Hampshire) and "Millstone" (Maine), and in 2015 another site called Douglas
Brook was also cut. Soil samples were gathered from these locations prior to the clear-cutting in
2013, and samples have been gathered annually since the clear-cuts. Samples were freeze dried,
and mercury concentrations were determined using a Milestone Direct Mercury Analyzer
(DMA), while percent organic matter was determined using the loss on ignitions (LOI) method.
Thus far, data shows significant decreases in mercury concentrations between the pre and post
clear-cuts for all three sites, followed by a signficant increase in the third year for Hogsback and
Douglas Brook. For both Hogsback and Douglas Brook, the change in percent organic matter
between the pre and post-cuts displayed a significant decrease, however Millstone did not
experience any significant change. Future endeavors of this project include developing a method
for methylmercury extraction so as to provide further insight into the binding characteristics of
mercury to soil and its environmental effects, as well as analyzing mercury concentrations of
samples taken at different elevations. The final results of this study will be shared with the
USDA Forest Service to further understanding on how current clear-cutting methods affect soils.

27.
THE RECONSTRUCTION OF BIOMASS BURNING AS OBSERVED THROUGH SOIL
CHARCOAL ANAYSIS
Nicole Towner ‘19
Faculty Sponsor: Christoph Geiss
Charcoal is used as an indicator to reconstruct past fire dynamics and, when coupled with other
paleoecological proxies, can be used to enhance paleoecological reconstructions. Using soil
samples from a single soil profile, a general history of past fires was created. A soil profile was
sampled from the Hitchcock Nature Center in Pottawattamie County, Iowa (41.4209°N, 95.8659°W). Starting from the modern soil surface, samples were collected at 5 cm intervals to a
depth of 2.3 m. 0.5 grams of each sample were mixed with 13 mL of 0.10 M KOH solution and
filled in a centrifuge tube. The tube was agitated in a wrist-action shaker for a minimum of one
hour to break up soil fragments and was then passed through a 180 m screen. The coarse
fraction was rinsed with deionized H2O to remove any fine particles and the remaining sample
transferred to a petri dish. Charcoal was identified at 20x magnification under a microscope and
separated from the rest of the sediment sample. Charcoal particles were photographed, and their
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surface area was determined through image analysis performed in ImageJ. Charcoal
concentrations are reported in mm2/g. The soil profile was dated using 3 radiocarbon ages
obtained from charcoal fragments and snail shells. All soil ages were in chronological order and
the oldest soil samples were approximately 780 years old. Prior to approximately 1870 average
charcoal concentrations are low and relatively consistent (0.22 ±0.15 mm2/g). At a depth of 30
cm below surface, there was a spike in the amount of charcoal up to 1.51 mm 2/g. This spike
dates to approximately 140 years ago and its timing correlates with and the onset of large-scale
settlement of Pottawattamie County through European settlers. Settlers likely burned the original
forest and grasslands to create viable land for farming. After this initial spike, the level of
charcoal decreases but continues to stay elevated at 0.95 ±0.25 mm2/g. This could be a result of
less frequent burning to keep the unwanted biomass at bay.

MATHEMATICS
28.
NONLINEAR HARMONIC OSCILLATORS
Alison Adamski ‘19, Samantha Jarvis ‘19
Faculty Sponsor: Ryan Pellico, (funding from The National Science Foundation)
Our research is focused on finding periodic (in time) solutions to nonlinear differential equations
modeling nonlinear harmonic oscillators. These oscillators have as a key figure a type of
piecewise linear restoring force that models the effect of adding a rubber band to a spring-mass
system. Our nonlinear model can have multiple periodic solutions based on varying the choice of
parameters. We utilized MATLAB to examine the effects of initial conditions on the resulting
stable periodic solution a particular example of this model would fall into. Furthermore, we
examined how changes to the parameters affected the distribution of these stable periodic
solutions.
29.
MODELING RESOURCE FLOWS WITH RANDOM WALKS ON NETWORKS
Sabina Adhikari ‘19
Faculty Sponsor: Per Sebastian Skardal
In this work, we study the flow of resources through networks via random walk models. Random
walk models describe the trajectory of one or more “random walkers” through a network of
nodes with prescribed transition probabilities at each time step. We consider both unbiased and
biased random walks, studying the fraction of random walkers at each node. In unbiased random
walks, each walker at each time step chooses their next state from its current network neighbors
with equal probability. In biased random walks, these probabilities are in general not equal and
depend on the characteristics of the network neighbors. For the unbiased random walk, the
fraction of random walkers at each node is precisely proportional to the number of network
neighbors of that node. i.e., better-connected nodes have more random walkers. For the biased
random walk this is no longer true: the disproportionate distribution of random walkers can be
either accentuated or mitigated. Using these results, we hope to better understand flows in
resource markets and power dynamics in economic sector.
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30.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR OUTBREAK OF INFLUENZA
Subekshya Bidari ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Eli E. Goldwyn
We studied the outbreak of influenza in a total institution setting using an SIR-type difference
equation model and data collected from the outbreak that occurred at Trinity College (Spring,
2015). Using maximum likelihood techniques and least squares we fit the model parameters to
the prevalence data gathered from the campus health center. We started with a simpler all-to-all
model and then added social network structure to describe the interactions between students.

31.
VARIABILITY OF PARASITOID ATTACK RISK: IS COEXISTENCE POSSIBLE?
Ngoc Do ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Brooks Emerick
The host-parasitoid model is a semi-discrete approach to track the host-parasitoid population
from year to year. In this framework, we assume that the parasitoid has a different attack rate for
each host. The risk is also assumed to be stable as larva develops and independent of local host
density. With these assumptions, we apply the continuous probability distribution, p(x),
particularly the gamma distribution, to the existing host-parasitoid models to search for the
conditions of coexistence of host and parasitoid. When we consider one parasitoid population,
we find that the host-parasitoid system does stabilize to non-zero points. On the other hand,
when taking two parasitoid populations into consideration, we find that coexistence occurs when
the times that two parasitoids attack do not overlap and the continuous probability distribution is
applied to the attack rate of only one parasitoid population. Overall, coexistence is feasible when
the attack rate of one parasitoid varies, depending on the times of the parasitoids attacks.

32.
SPHERES WITHOUT 1-K GEODESICS
Adam Fong ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Ian Adelstein
1/k-geodesics are closed geodesics which minimize on any subinterval of length L/k, where L is
the length of the closed geodesic. We demonstrate metrics on the 2-sphere that do and do not
admit 1/k-geodesics for various integers k.
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33.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ON THE MATH PLACEMENT EXAM
Yaoqi Guo ‘17
Faculty Sponsors: Paula A. Russo, Eli E. Goldwyn
Every student comes from a different level of background in mathematics when first enrolled in
college. How should the college/university assign recommended math classes to students so that
they can learn important math as well as receive satisfying grades? Trinity College has
implemented the math placement exam as a means to diagnose each enrolled student’s necessary
mathematical skills used in numerical, algebraic, and logical relationships. Based on a resulting
score out of 42 exam questions, students are placed into precalculus, calculus, or statistics classes
of a certain difficulty. However, we are interested whether the test questions best determine
students’ skills required for each type of math classes, and whether there exist unknown
connections between the one’s score of the placement exam and the final grade of one’s first
class. Once we know the answers to these questions, we might add/remove some questions
to/from the exam; moreover, understanding relations between the test results and course grades
would help make predictive decisions on placing students into courses in which they are more
likely to get high grades.
The research was conducted using R, a powerful programming language for statistics, on a
dataset of all course records since the implementation of the current version of placement exam
questions. Starting by cleaning the data to extract the valid and thus the useful parts, we first
looked for each question with the quality that if student has answered the question right, she/he is
highly possible to succeed in her/his first math class. Indeed, it is rare for the correctness of one
of the 42 questions to cast such great effect on the final grade of a class—no questions are found
to have such nice quality (chi-squared goodness-of-fit testing was conducted). While proceeding
effort of logistic regression did not render nice result either, we finally paid attention to linear
regression. Also, since it is the first math class one takes at Trinity that has the strongest relations
with the placement exam score, our linear regression analyzed only those classes which students
have chosen as their first math classes.
For the first concern about how to improve test questions by adding or dropping part of them
from the exam, 3 questions enjoy more 90% rate of correctness. It would be reasonable to
substituting these problems for hard ones in the same topic. For the second concern, however,
satisfied as we found 5 to 10 problems that have more influence on a student’s success in the first
class, the noise of the regression is quite high and shows that the influence identified fails to be
as strong as we first desired.
Math placement exam is still a requirement for every enrolled Trinity student before their first
day of class. More data are becoming available and when they are added to the current dataset,
more comprehensive and conclusive result will undoubtedly emerge.
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34.
DETECTION AND DISCRIMINATION OF COUNTERFEIT PHARMACEUTICALS
USING DART-TOFMS
Jacqueline Kromash ‘19
Faculty Sponsors: Kirsti Wash, Janet Morrison, Brian F. Donnelly, Amy C. Callanan
The rising popularity of counterfeit pharmaceuticals poses major health risks to patients and
significant revenue losses for pharmaceutical companies, inspiring a need for a rapid method of
detection and analysis of illicit tablets. Sildenafil citrate is a drug used to treat erectile
dysfunction and is one of the most commonly counterfeited prescription medications worldwide.
Direct analysis in real time—time of flight mass spectrometry (DART-TOFMS) combined with
multivariate statistical analysis provides a potential method for determining drug authenticity and
distinguishing manufacturing source. Mass spectra were obtained for a collection of authentic
sildenafil citrate tablets as well as 85 counterfeits obtained in 10 different seizures. In this study,
we utilized a statistical method known as principal component analysis (PCA) to determine any
clustering patterns among the 10 different seizures in hopes of identifying the source of the
counterfeit pills.

35.
THE EFFECTS OF MIGRATION IN SEMI-DISCRETE HOST-PARASITOID MODELS
Eduardo Murillo ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Brooks Emerick
Extensive work has been done on analyzing host-parasitoid interactions using discrete-time
models, the most popular of which is the Nicholson-Bailey model. Our research focuses on a
semi-discrete framework in which the host-parasitoid interactions are characterized by a
continuous-time model. The continuous dynamic allows us to incorporate intricate behaviors of
the host-parasitoid interaction such as host-feeing, egg load capacity, or migration. Our project
incorporated migration of parasitoids between two locations. We find that in the simplest case,
when the migration rates are constant, the model is unstable yielding diverging oscillations
similar to the Nicholson-Bailey model. However, when we consider one-way migration, i.e. a
no-return scenario, coexistence between hosts and parasitoids occurs. In this work, we present
analytic and numerical results that describe the region in parameter space in which coexistence
among the two species is possible. This parameter space is characterized by two factors: the
number of viable larvae per adult host and the fraction of host larvae present at the initial
location each year.

36.
ON THE DOMINATION NUMBER OF GENERALIZED HIERARCHICAL PRODUCTS
Shriya Nagpal ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Kirsti Wash
Given a graph G, a set S ⊆ V (G) is said to be a dominating set if every vertex in V (G) − S is
adjacent to a vertex of S. The minimum cardinality of any dominating set of G is referred to as
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the domination number of G, and denoted γ(G). In 2008, Barrie`re et al. introduced the
hierarchical product of graphs which is a generalization of the well-known Cartesian product of
graphs. Recently, Anderson et al. considered the hierarchical product of a path Pn with any graph
H, and they gave a lower bound for the domination number of the product in terms of γ(Pn) and
γ(H). We generalize some of their results by providing a lower bound for the domination number
of the hierarchical product of any two graphs G and H.

37.
ADAPTIVE NUMERICAL METHOD OF APPROXIMATING ODE USING PRC
Kalyan Parajuli ‘18
Faculty Sponsor: Eli E. Goldwyn
Oscillations are ubiquitous in dynamical systems across every discipline of science, examples
include geothermal geysers, firing of neurons in brain, and business cycles in economics. We
study predator-prey oscillators in ecology using a system of differential equations known as the
Rosenweig-MacArthur model. The standard method for solving differential equations with
adaptive time step rely on using the magnitude of the error at each step to determine the step
size. We use Phase Response Curve (PRC), which measures the sensitivity of the oscillation to
perturbations, to determine the step sizes at different phases of the oscillation. The PRC
measures the sensitivity of the period to a perturbation. Greater PRC value suggests greater
sensitivity and greater potential error, therefore the need of smaller time steps. We, then, devise a
simple algorithm to vary the time step of the approximation depending on the magnitude of PRC
values.

38.
COMPARTMENT-BASED MODEL FOR VI-B PEPTIDE DEGRADATION
Nhat Pham ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Brooks Emerick
A peptide is a chemical compound made up of amino acid bonds which can be broken down by
enzymes in the body, converting the peptide into smaller chains. Knowing the kinetics of peptide
degradation can be useful in designing peptides that resist degradation. In this research project
we want to find the constant rates of degradation of a peptide substrate reporter for protein kinase
B (VI-B) in five different human cell cultures given data from the Chemistry department. To do
this, we create a system of ODEs based on the mechanism of the chemical process. After solving
these equations one by one, we find the best fit parameters that match the data using least squares
tools in Matlab with an iterative approach. Drawing from the histogram plots of parameter
distributions we conclude that the most popular values which yield the smallest residuals are best
fit parameters. We try different methods of generating the results including fitting a parameter at
a time and all parameters at one time and find that some methods work better for some cultures
than others. For EColi cell culture particularly the complex model with more parameters yields
better fit than the simple model. From the results obtained we would take a step towards solving
the generalized n-dimensional ODE system.
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NEUROSCIENCE
39.
THE EFECTS OF THE KETOGENIC DIET ON ESTROUS CYCLE REGULATION IN
RODENTS
Ariana A. Adamski ‘17, Elizabeth M. Foley ‘17, Natalie R. Freedgood ‘18
Faculty Sponsors: Susan A. Masino, David N. Ruskin
Clinical use of the very low carbohydrate ketogenic diet (KD) as a treatment for epilepsy is
sometimes accompanied by menstrual cycle irregularities. Previous experimentation revealed
that when BTBR mice were fed a strict KD (6.6:1 fat:(protein + carbohydrate)), their estrous
cycle was disrupted, characterized by a constant state of diestrus with the mice rarely or never
reaching estrus. However, when fed a milder KD (3:1) it was found that the all of the phases
were regular and present. The aim of this experiment was to determine if this cycle disruption
holds true in other rodent models: CD-1 mice (n=9) and Long-Evans (LE) rats (n=4). Once
rodent models reached an age of sexual maturity, they were fed a control diet (generic rodent
chow) for a minimum of five weeks when estrous testing began. After that period, rodents were
placed on either the strict KD, or moderate KD for an additional 5 weeks. These rodents were fed
ad libitum and the KD food was replaced daily. Vaginal smears were collected daily from each
rodent using 20uL saline solution via micropipette and placed on glass slides to be observed for
cell types characteristic to each of the four stages--proestrus, estrus, metestrus, and diestrus.
After these samples air-dried, some slides were treated with Schorr/hematoxylin stain and again
observed under a microscope at 100X magnification for more accurate demonstration of the
unique cell types. Unlike our prior study with BTBR mice, the CD-1 mice did not have a
significant decrease in the amount of time spent in the estrus phase on the strict KD. Also unlike
our prior study, LE rats fed the moderate KD did not have a significant change in cycle length. In
this study, we found strain & species differences in response to KD in the estrous cycle which
may indicate strain & species specific diet-induced changes in sex hormones.

40.
A CHRONIC KETOGENIC DIET ALTERS BRAIN CATECHOLAMINE LEVELS IN A
GENETIC MODEL OF PARKINSON’S DISEASE
Michelle L. Dyer ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: William H. Church
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by the loss of
dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc). A current compelling
hypothesis regarding the pathophysiology of PD involves metabolic dysregulation relating to
mitochondrial dysfunction. The ketogenic diet (KD) is a high-fat, low-carbohydrate diet that has
the capability to alter the cellular energy reserve from glucose to ketones, essentially adjusting
cellular metabolism. It has previously been shown to be neuroprotective in neurotoxic-induced
rodent models of PD. However, to our knowledge, there are no published studies on the effects
of the KD in a genetic animal model of PD. This pilot study evaluated the effects of a fourmonth KD on catecholamine levels (an indirect measure of neurodegeneration) in male PINK-1
knockout (KO) rats. At eight months of age, the rats were sacrificed and tissue punches were
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taken from several brain regions. Catecholamine analytes were subsequently quantified using
high performance liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection (HPLC-ED). Our
preliminary data suggests that the KD altered the amount of dopamine in the dorsal striatum of
the KO rats compared to both KO and wild-type rats on a normal diet (P<0.01; n=3). The KD
prevented the loss of dopamine in the substantia nigra that was observed in KO rats fed a normal
diet. This finding was substantiated by preliminary evaluation of DA cells present in the
substantia nigra using immunohistochemistry techniques. These findings warrant further
exploration of the potential benefits of the KD in these rodent models of PD.

41.
PATIENT DEMOGRAPHICS IN AN EPILEPSY AND KETOGENIC DIET
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID SAMPLING STUDY
Natalie Freedgood ‘18, Daisuke Katsumata IDP
Faculty Sponsors: Susan A. Masino, David N. Ruskin
Despite increasing scientific interest in the low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet (KD) over the past
15 years, the mechanisms underlying the benefits of the KD for epilepsy are still not fully
understood. Current research focuses on better understanding the role of ketosis in attempts to
reduce seizures. This study looked at the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) of 25 young children with
refractory epilepsy from the Karolinska Hospital in Stockholm, Sweden. These CSF samples
were taken once before the children went on the KD, and again after the maintenance of the KD
for several months. The patients reacted in varying degrees to the KD. Of the 25 patients, 10
were of particular note. 5 (1 female, 4 male) showed 100% reduction in seizures, while another 5
(3 female, 2 male) showed 0% reduction in seizures. Correlational analyses were then run on all
25 patients, and evaluated factors such as age, length of treatment, seizure reduction, and levels
of CSF ketone bodies (which are produced by the body as a fuel source in conditions of low
glucose). The only significant correlation found was CSF ketone bodies during treatment versus
the length of treatment. This significant correlation essentially means that the level of ketosis
changes with treatment length. Neither age nor length of treatment had a significant correlation
with seizure reduction. This suggests further research is needed in order to identify the biological
mechanisms underlying the KD that determines its efficacy in some and not others. Metabolomic
analysis is underway to determine the effects of the KD on the metabolism and thus its
mechanism. Efficacy prediction is a very important factor in an individual or a parent’s decision
to begin or continue KD treatment. Understanding the underlying mechanisms of epilepsy
through the KD treatment will also help in understanding the progression and treatment of the
disease itself.
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42.
USING DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY TO ANALYZE MAA AS A POTENTIAL
FUNCTIONAL MONOMER IN AN ACETYLCHOLINE MOLECULARLY
IMPRINTED POLYMER
Nate Thiemann ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Vindya K. Thilakarathne
Molecularly imprinted polymers are a type of nanomaterial, which contain recognition sites with
high selectivity and affinity for a template species. Molecularly imprinted polymers are typically
synthesized using a template molecule, which is placed into a solvent where functional
monomers surround it due to non-covalent interactions. This template-monomer complex is then
polymerized with a cross-linking agent and initiator to produce a molecularly imprinted polymer.
Recent advances in computer power and software development have greatly increased the
efficacy of in silico rational design of molecularly imprinted polymers. One such software,
WEBGAMESS, is a quantum chemistry program that runs semi-empirical DFT calculations. In
the present work, WEBGAMESS was used to reproduce the results of another group involving
the template MDMA and several functional monomers. After validating the program,
WEBGAMESS was utilized to design an acetylcholine molecularly imprinted polymer. The
current results indicate that MAA is a promising candidate for the functional monomer used in
an acetylcholine molecularly imprinted polymer. Further research will be conducted in order to
determine other promising functional monomer candidates.

43.
SWIMMING IN THE WATER STRIDER, LIMNOPORUS CANALICULATUS; MUSCLE
RHYTHM AND BIOMECHANICS
Hillary Vossler ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Charles C. Swart
Neural circuitry underlying nearly all forms of locomotion and other regularly repeated rhythmic
motions are typically driven by neural pacemaker cells and/or networks. Pacemakers in
invertebrates are located in the CNS and direct the rhythmic behavior by acting on motor
neurons which innervate the muscles associated with the behavior. The semi-aquatic waterbugs
of the family Gerridae (Water Striders) use their middle and hind legs to swim along the surface
of the water. The surface of their skin is waterproof which allows them to remain on the surface
and a tuft of hairs on the tips of their legs act like oars to propel them through the water. The
objective of this project is to locate the neurons in the CNS that direct swimming behavior in
these waterbugs and examine the rhythm generated by the pacemaker neurons, the motor neurons
and the muscles of the legs. Using neural tract tracing and electrophysiological techniques we
will compare the network that generates swimming in the water strider and compare it to the
walking pattern in evolutionarily related terrestrial bugs.
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PHYSICS
44.
OPTICAL COMPRESSION OF ELECTRONS
Aashwin Basnet ‘19, Parker W. Brown ‘19, Prawesh Dahal ‘18, Akrit Mudvari ‘18
Faculty Sponsor: Brett Barwick
The development of ultrafast electron microscopy (UEM) has allowed the study of fundamental
physics problems, including experiments on the wave/particle nature of light and the ultrafast
behavior of laser excited evanescent near-fields. Currently UEM is limited to temporal
resolutions in the hundreds of femtoseconds, but with future technological advances this may
approach the few femtosecond or even attosecond domain. Here we describe an all optical
method in which electron pulses that have dispersed to ~1 picosecond in duration can be
compressed to the few femtosecond range. By exposing the electron packets to appropriately
synthesized intense laser pulses, the trailing electrons in the pulse will be sped up and the leading
electrons will be slowed down. This causes the electron pulse to recompress as it propagates,
thus delivering few femtosecond electron pulses on nanoscale targets. In this poster the
processes for electron compression and their benefits will be discussed, and compression
simulation results will be explored.

45.
ULTRAFAST ELECTRON MICROSCOPY FOR INVESTIGATING FUNDAMENTAL
PHYSICS PHENOMENA
Prawesh Dahal ‘18, Akrit Mudvari ‘18, Aashwin Basnet ‘19, Parker W. Brown ‘19
Faculty Sponsor: Brett Barwick
Microscopy has long served as an integral part of scientific research and its technology has
advanced with time, developing for instance from simple devices such as the optical microscope
to more complex ones such as scanning and transmission electron microscopes (SEM and TEM,
respectively). Further modifications in the functioning of electron microscopes have opened up a
field of research dubbed ultrafast electron microscopy or 4D electron microscopy. Recent
experiments have shown that by combining a femtosecond laser with an electron microscope,
dynamics at the nanoscale with femtosecond temporal resolution can be followed. These ultrafast
electron microscopy (UEM) techniques have allowed a variety of experimental studies on
nanoscale material systems to be conducted, including the ability to image plasmon dynamics in
real time. We will discuss how UEM can also be used to study fundamental quantum problems,
present some recent experimental results and we will discuss how future experimental
improvements will push the temporal resolution from hundreds of femtoseconds down to the
single femtosecond regime and below.
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PSYCHOLOGY
46.
THREE YEARS OF METACOGNITIVE INTERVENTION IN MIDDLE SCHOOL
Jiyun (Lisa) Lee ‘17, Jillian Ramsay ‘18, Evan Scollard ‘17
Faculty Sponsors: Dina Anselmi, David Reuman, Hartford Magnet Trinity College Academy
Metacognition is the awareness and comprehension of one’s thinking. Metacognition, along with
cognition and motivation, make up the three components of self-regulated learning. Researchers
have found that metacognition enhances academic performance because it allows students to use
the most effective strategies for learning and monitor their use to ensure academic success
(Joseph, 2009). Ambrose et al. (2010) define metacognition as five steps: assessing the task,
evaluating one’s strengths and weaknesses, planning, monitoring one’s performance/applying
strategies, and reflecting and adjusting. Ambrose et al. arranges these five steps into a cyclical
model to demonstrate the progression of these steps for each learning activity. At the center of
this model is the individual’s motivation, reaffirming the importance of motivation for selfregulated learning due to the fact that it significantly influences engagement, learning, and
academic achievement.
For three years, students researchers have designed and implemented an 8-session intervention
based on Ambrose et al.’s model aimed to improve the metacognitive awareness of students in
8th grade social studies class and thus enhance their academic performance. We combined the
results from three years (2013-2016) of metacognitive intervention to gauge whether or not the
aggregated data would show a significant increase in metacognition for the students in the
intervention. Our sample size was 285 8th grade students, who were randomly assigned an
experimental or control condition based on their social studies class. We found that the students
in the intervention group showed a significant increase in metacognition compared to the control
group. We also found that students showed the least amount of metacognition for planning and
the most amount of metacognition for assess the task and reflect and adjust. Correlations showed
a positive relationship between self-efficacy, all five steps of metacognition, and student grades.

47.
WORSE THAN THE DENTIST: EFFECTS OF SIMULTANEOUS ACOUSTIC AND
SOMATOSENSORY FEEDBACK DEGRADATION ON SPEECH
Elliot Pollack ‘17, Mary Rowley ‘17
Faculty Sponsor: Elizabeth Casserly
Speakers use their sensory feedback to monitor real-time speech production; when unexpected
changes to that feedback occur, they alter their articulation in immediate, perturbation-specific
ways. However, it is not currently known how the feedback from different sensory systems is
dynamically integrated across contexts. This study varied the reliability of feedback in the
auditory and somatosensory domains and examined vowel acoustic phonetics for changes as a
result of the manipulation. Acoustic feedback was degraded via eight-channel real-time cochlear
implant simulation, while an over-the-counter oral anesthetic (benzocaine) was applied to
speakers’ tongues and lips to degrade somatosensory feedback. Speakers (N = 18) produced 139
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isolated English words under both baseline and feedback-degraded conditions. F1 and F2
measurements were taken from stressed tokens of eight vowels [i, ɪ, ɛ, æ, ɑ, ʌ, ʊ, u]. Significant
differences in speakers’ responses to feedback degradation were observed both across vowels
and across individuals. [u]-fronting was the most consistent response observed, along with
isolated classes of vowels (commonly, front or back) being hyper- or hypo-articulated. The
variability suggests that the speech motor control system lacks a single, automatic consequence
for global feedback degradations.
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